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Kay Wall. Notably, the club also observed
National Drive Your Triumph (10 February)
with the event. although the warning went
out in advance: .....being February, the
Breakfast Run is weather dependent. But,
if it is a pretty good day, this is an ideal
opportunity to give your car some winter
exercise."

Well, as it turned out, Oklahomans
did enjoy a pretty nice day on the 11tho

Seven Triumphs and 15 owners/members
boldly sallied forth ...to find clear skies and
temperatures in the 80s, perfect for tops
down and wearing of club logo polo shirts.
The group drove to Perry, Oklahoma for a
meal at the Kumback Cafe and a lecture
on the venue, the oldest continuously
operated restaurant with the same
name and location in Oklahoma (1926!j.
They also visited the Perry Wrestling
Monument Park (which also honors
Olympic champions from Perry), looked at
monuments including one commemorating
the Oklahoma Land Rush of 1893, and
visited the sculpture studio of nationally
known artist Jim Franklin.

St. Louis Tradition
On 19 February, the St Louis Triumph

Owners did their annual Polar Bear Run as
part of the club's 35th anniversary year. The
event actually dates to January 1983, when
six members in four Triumphs went out
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top-down for a wintry patrol (well, three
of four dropped their convertible tops; the
fourth car was a TR7 FHC). Typically, the
club has also faced questionable weather
in February - forcing one postponement in
2014 and an outright cancellation in 2004,
but this year the hardy St Louis LBCers
were forced to deal with 700 and severe
clear skies. Still, they pressed on, totaling
38 cars (including a couple of vehicles/
owners who apparently saw the procession
around west St Louis County and tagged
along) and about 60 members.

The cars just kept coming: a wide
range ofTriumphs, MGs and other vehicles
including a couple of Porsche Boxsters, an
immaculate XK120 with Puggle co-drivers,
Shorty and Leroy, and a '66 Impala coupe.
The route was a good one, with a couple
of stretches of max stoplights and stop
signs interspersed among extended drives
through the twisties of southwest St Louis
County. At one surveillance post on Valley
Drive at the intersection with Shepard
Road, the duty event photographers were
treated (7) to the sound of multiple LBC
brakes locking and tires screeching BUT no
harm, no foul and no impacts. The drive
concluded at The Big Chief Roadhouse on
Missouri Highway 100 out in Wildwood,
perched on one of the original stretches of
US 66.

"We all had fun," commented SLTOA
Vice President Stephen Paur afterwards.
"The temperature was great, it's a
wonderful day and we had a really great
mix of cars.

Event organizers Chris and Karen
Puricelli had similar praise. "I can't believe
this day, we could've had 12 inches of
snow," said Karen. Chris mentioned there
was in fact a diversion from the planned
route up on MO 109, but overall he was
very pleased with the turnout and the
results of the drive. "We've identified
plenty of additional roads for future use,"
he added.

Hot Springs Too Cool
Regrettably, our fourth mid-winter

crew did run into highly questionable
driving conditions and decided to cancel
this year's Polar Bear Run: the British
Motoring Club of Arkansas, in the Little
Rock vicinity. According to Brenda
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Hessdorf, newsletter editor for the club,
their event dated to a January during the
late 1980s, established by club founder
Ronnie McLeod. Apparently on that first
"thou shalt put the top down" drive, one
participant took it to heart: he arrived, top
down, no shirt and eating an ice cream
cone.

From there the Arkansan run
transmogrified a bit, with participants
showing up in costume. Brenda noted the
club would meet in Little Rock, drive to
Gulpha Gorge in Hot Springs - where some
members would do a ceremonial jump

into the cold water (!) - hold a vote for
best costume (with probably points added
for diving form) and then adjourn to the
Arlington Hotel in Hot Springs, followed by
dinner at a German restaurant, a " ...great
weekend for all."

"Every year it grew with members
dressing in costume," she added. "This was
one of Ronnie McLeod's favorite events.
(And), every year has been very cold, but
never so bad that we had to cancel it."

Regret to say this year, upon review
of the icy road conditions, the club's
marque leader decided to pull the plug


